Greetings from the Facility Director
Our founder, who was enthralled by the green lushness of Yokoyama Mountain in Tama
City, named the nursing care facility “Eimeikai” to signify the vivid and serene
environment that he desired for elderly people in nursing care to spend their long and
bright days in.
In order to impart a warm, comfortable and welcoming environment to the residents, he
named our institution “Inagien.”
Our establishment is situated on a hill in the heart of Inagi city in the Tokyo prefecture.
The facility is surrounded by a golf course to the south, tall apartments to the north,
Tokyo's government offices to the east, and residential districts and farmland to the west.
In front of the building, there is a spacious garden which can be freely used for walking
and recreation. The garden is also open to the public.
About Our Policy
Protecting The Person’s Dignity
We mindfully care for every person and respect everyone’s humanity.
Meeting Our Residents’ Standards
We aim to be fulfill residents’ needs and wishes as much as possible.
We fulfill residents’ needs and wishes as mush possible.
Elegance
Harboring calm and peaceful feelings, we want to provide a place full of serenity and
elegance.
We, as the staff, believe it is important to care for our residents with sensitivity and be
proactive in perceiving needs, so that residents will never lose their smiles.
In everything we do, we work together to strive for excellence, professionalism, and good
communication among staff and residents.
In our founder’s haiku (Japanese poem), there is a line that says “turn off the light,
entering the same darkness as the Chichiro”. Chichiro is a poetic word for cricket.
In an autumn’s evening, I turned off the light and while I was sleeping, I could hear its
chirping. We want to create a living space with a cozy and elegant atmosphere where
many smiles are born.
Residents, who have experienced various hardships such as repeated hospital stays or
who lived well, will find reasons to smile from living at Inagien.

We want to be a place of wellness which our residents can feel happy to live a long life.
Ceiling Paintings
Currently there are frescos being painted on the ceiling over the beds.
Not only do these paintings provide a calming atmosphere, but they also are a token of
our appreciation and gratitude to our residents for allowing us to be a part of their lives.

